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Abstract—Passive Optical Networks (PONs) are one of the 

preferred technologies to deploy broadband access networks. As 

time passes, end users presuppose network connectivity to be 

always available, and expect PONs to be highly dependable. Yet 

operators, from an economic view, are interested in the costs 

related to failures. Thus, PONs dependability and associated 

costs have been extensively studied, but only focusing on 

hardware failures. Contrarily, this paper performs a thorough 

analysis of the impact of software failures in failure-related costs. 

Based on real empirical data, software failures are thoroughly 

characterized and classified in four different categories according 

to their severity. Also, the effect of software failures on the 

behavior of PON’s fiber protection and recovery mechanisms is 

detailed. Software failures are included into a Markov cost 

model, implementing a comprehensive cost framework. This way, 

the dependability-related costs of PONs are analyzed, accounting 

for hardware and software failures, as well as for the 

consequences of software failures on well-known PON protection 

mechanisms. Moreover, how the testing phase duration and user 

profile (residential or business) impact these costs is pinpointed. 

 
Index Terms—Failure coverage; Operational Expenditures; 

Passive Optical Networks; protection; software failures 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the rapidly increasing bandwidth demands of new 
services, network operators are being pushed towards the 
deployment of broadband access networks. Certainly, Passive 
Optical Networks (PONs) are widely recognized as the best 
suited solution for supporting such demands [1]. Amid other 
features, PONs offer high bandwidth on a per-user basis, as 
well as scalability and flexibility. PONs also present low 
energy consumption and are cost-effective as costs are shared 
among several customers. Hence, PONs and Next-Generation 
PONs (NG-PONs) are regarded as the most promising 
solution for future fiber-based access networks [2]. 

Yet, as end users are starting to take network connectivity 
for granted, dependable service delivery is also expected from 
PONs. Consequently, to satisfy the need of reliable access, 
dependability of access networks has become an important 
case of interest nowadays. In fact, several protection schemes 
and dependability analyses for different PONs and NG-PONs 
flavors can be found in current literature [3], [4], [5]. 

Commonly, a system’s dependability is assessed by its 
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availability. Still, from a financial point of view, an operator is 
typically more interested in the failure-related costs, known to 
be part of the operational expenditures (OPEX). Notably, this 
interest arises as a proper understanding of failure-related 
OPEX can be used in cost optimization or risk management 
analyses. Usually, failure-related OPEX cover the cost of 
repair and extra equipment, payment of penalties and loss of 
reputation if a large number of users are affected by failures. 

However, most of the published PON dependability studies 
are focused only on hardware, physical faults. Few papers 
address software dependability or its consequences with 
respect to OPEX, even though software faults account for an 
important part of service failures in many systems [6]. 
Furthermore, software failures also represent impairments to 
the correct behavior of protection schemes. This is more 
important as PONs/NG-PONs evolve in complexity, serve 
more users or are used in e.g. data centers.  

Chiefly, this paper provides a comprehensive analysis of the 
effects of software failures in Time Division Multiplexed 
(TDM) PONs’ failure-related OPEX. Extending the work in 
[7], a thorough characterization of Gigabit-capable TDM 
PONs (GPONs) software failures is performed, based on 
empirical data [8], [9]. How software failures hinder the 
performance of fiber protection schemes (i.e. fault coverage) 
in TDM PONs is also deeply detailed, based on real data [10]. 
Applying Duane model for software reliability growth [11], 
the software failure intensity is estimated as a function of the 
testing time and included in a Markov cost model. Hence, the 
impact of hardware and software failures, as well as of 
imperfect fiber protection recovery (due to software) in PON’s 
failure-related OPEX is analyzed, accounting for the length of 
the testing phase and the user profile (residential or business). 

This paper is organized as follows. First, Sect. II presents 
the PON architecture and fiber protection scheme. Section III 
describes the software dependability and failure coverage 
modelling. Section IV details the Markov cost model used to 
assess the failure-related OPEX, while results are presented in 
Sect. V. Finally, Sect. VI gives the conclusions of this work.  

II. TDM PON ARCHITECTURE AND PROTECTION 

Plainly, the basic TDM PON architecture is shown in Fig. 1 
(a). At the operator’s Central Office (CO), the Optical Line 
Terminal (OLT) is located, consisting of two elements: OLT 
ports where fibers are connected and the OLT chassis housing 
them. Besides, the OLT chassis also hosts the OLT software in 
charge of the PON correct behavior. At the user’s side, an 
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